


FACT: The goal of learning science is not to recall knowledge, but use it to solve unfamiliar problems.
New GCSE demands this: 60% of the marks are for apply and analyse. 

Many science curricula teach knowledge and hope students will learn to apply it. But feedback from GCSE shows 
that middle and lower achievers do not. The research points to a better strategy: 

1. Define what experts in the field know and can do: 

• They have a deep understanding of the explanatory principles, aka ‘key concepts’
• They are fluent in basic skills so they don’t need to think - more memory space for problem solving

2. Align curriculum objectives, teaching and assessment towards making students into experts:

• A 5-year design to remove repetition and give time for in-depth learning

• Focus units around using the ‘key concepts’

• Build understanding and use in stages

• Teach the way you want students to use the concepts – as tools for explaining

• Embed everywhere the basic skills: procedures, enquiry, maths, literacy

• Use diagnostic assessment with adaptive teaching

Blueprint is a curriculum framework that does all this. See an example unit: Year 7 gravity

A curriculum for problem solving - and better GCSE results
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Gravity unit: big idea

Fields produce forces
Gravitational, electric, and magnetic forces act at a distance. These can be explained by force 
fields that extend through space and can move other objects. Objects with mass cause attractive 
gravitational fields.

Electric and magnetic forces are different aspects of one interaction. Magnets cause magnetic fields 
and changing magnetic fields cause electric fields. Many devices use this interaction to generate 
motion and electricity. 

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

Gravity

Key concepts
• Weight
• Gravitational force
• Solar system

Magnetism

Key concepts
• Magnetic force
• Current & 

magnetism

Force fields 

Key concepts
• Non-contact forces
• Motor effect

Forces
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Gravity is the first unit in a sequence to help students develop expert understanding of non-contact forces: 



Gravity unit: knowledge
Forces

Weight

• Weight causes objects to fall or push down on a 
support. It depends on an object's mass and the 
gravitational field strength at a place

• Gravitational field strength • Units of weight
• Units of mass

Gravitational force

• Objects with mass create a field around them, which 
attracts other objects.

• An object with very large mass creates a gravitational 
field big enough to cause other objects to go into 
orbit

• The gravitational force increases with the mass of both 
objects and decreases with their distance apart.

• Field
• Orbit

Solar system

• Planets revolve at different distances from the Sun, 
which explains different year lengths and 
temperatures

• Planets rotate, on tilted axes, which explains seasonal 
variations in daylength and temperature

• Moon is seen by reflected light from Sun, which 
explains its changing appearance

• Planet
• Satellite

•Day length
• Eclipse
• Phase of Moon
• Rotating and revolving
• Tilted axis
• Year length
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Understandings Sub-concepts Keywords/facts
Explanatory relationships students must grasp, to apply/analyse Elements of Understandings Knowledge to be recalled

What students need to know to solve problems



Draw conclusions

• Deduce patterns and relationships in data and 
observations

Gravity unit: skills
Forces

Maths

Algebra Numbers

• Substitute values into 
equations, with units and 
symbols

• Use ratios, fractions and 
percentages

Techniques
Physics

• Use of appropriate apparatus to make and record a 
range of measurements accurately.
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Use equations

• Use W = mg

Procedures
Skills students need to become fluent at, to apply/analyse

Enquiry
The thinking behind investigations and required practicals

What students need to be able to do to solve problems



Build students’ ability to apply from the start, by using increasingly challenge problems to teach the concept.

Weight

Solar system

Gravitational 
force

Acquire (Mini Enquiries) Apply (Problems) Analyse (Challenges) Act (Grand 
challenge) 

Learn key concepts by explaining 
phenomena

Use key concepts in unfamiliar 
situations

Use higher order thinking Performance 
assessment

Compare weights on different 
planets to test a relationship 
between weight and mass

Solve word problems using     
the equation for weight

Draw conclusions about 
activities on different planets, 
from gravity data

Discover 
properties of 
exoplanets, by 
simulating the 
transit method

M

P

T

P

E

Draw conclusions from         
data about the relationship 
between gravity and distance 
between objects

E Explain the motion of objects 
using the relationship between 
gravity, mass or distance

Interpret data about mass 
and distance to evaluate 
claims about the effect of 
gravitational force on 
objects

E

Critique claims against 
alternative models for the 
apparent motion of the sun 
and moon, and day and night

E Explain why places on Earth 
experience different daylight or 
amounts of sunlight, from 
diagrams
Work out the appearance of 
the Moon from different viewing 
positions using a model of the 
Sun, Earth and Moon
Compare the properties of 
different planets based on their 
orbits

Interpret patterns in the 
properties of planets, from 
data

E

Astro physicist
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Gravity unit: learning progression
Forces



A systematic approach to mastery, through diagnostic assessment and adaptive teaching.
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Independent
Problems

Rethink

ChallengeGuided
mini-enquiry

Rethink

Challenge

Diagnostic
quiz

Pre-
Assessment Reassess

quiz

Structured 
mini-enquiry

Supported
Problems

No

Yes

No

Yes

Blueprint: mastery learning

Assessment
Harder route

Easier route

No

Yes

Question
sets

Activate Acquire Apply Assess Analyse

Formative assessment of 
earlier key concepts

Learn key concepts by 
explaining phenomena

Use key concepts in 
unfamiliar situations

Check your 
understanding

Use higher order 
thinking

20 min 60-180 min 30 min 20 min 40 min



Blueprint is designed to cover the National Curriculum at KS3 and Combined Science at GCSE.

Gravity unit: Curriculum links
Forces

Content ü 6.5.1.3 Gravity

Working scientifically
ü WS 3.5 Draw conclusions from data
ü WS 1.2 Use a variety of models

Maths
ü 3a Substitute numerical values into algebraic equations using appropriate units for 

physical quantities

GCSE coverage

KS3 coverage

AQA KS3 syllabus: 3.1.1 Gravity, 3.7.2 Universe

AQA Trilogy Combined Science

act
Use a lamp as the star, a ball on a stick as the exoplanet, and a webcam or light probe to measure light intensity. Students 
investigate the effect of size and speed of the exoplanet. Then, given light intensity plots for 'new' exoplanets, they make 
deductions.
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Blueprint will provide ideas for grand challenge activities.


